
New Story Details and ConnecTank Features Emerge!

Meet the Barons and Learn About the Powerful Tanks That Roam New 
Pangea! 

Burlingame, CA. – April 21, 2021 – Natsume Inc., a worldwide developer and publisher of 
family-oriented video games, and YummyYummyTummy, the most recent developer to join the 
Natsume Indie Program, revealed more details about the upcoming 2D action-adventure game, 
ConnecTank, launching on Nintendo Switch, PlayStation 4, Xbox One, and PC this summer.  

Meet the Barons! 



A hyper-capitalist straight out of the gilded age, Finneas Fat Cat XV wants to spread his good 
name far and wide! Whether that’s by building more factories for his “beloved” employees to 
work in or statues made in his image, Finneas will have lots of missions for you to help spread 
his glorious name across New Pangea! 

 

An eccentric patron of the arts, Lord Lewis Longneck of Lewingford wants to build a museum 
that will put the Lourve to shame! For him, money is a means to culture, not just a means to an 
end! However, that passion for the arts still somehow involves building giant statues of himself... 

 

Help Emperor Pontius Penguin and his Tundra Collective seize the means of production! For 
the glory of the Tundra! He’ll also pay you in cash, too, not just glory, so don’t worry! 

A powerful shipping company is only as strong as its tanks! 



 

Equipped with Excalibur and an attack boosting Dragon Fang, Sir Gawain is ready to take down 
any dragons that come his way! Unfortunately, there are no dragons in New Pangea, so you’ll 
have to use his powers to take down giant tanks instead! Watch out! His metal armor is weak 
against drill-type ammo! 

 

Equipped with chilly Frozen Sherbet and Tundra Turbine, Sprinkles Please will serve tanks their 
just desserts by freezing them and their ammo! If you get caught in her cold snap, blocks of ice 



will appear inside your tank. You can hit these ice blocks to free your tank from being a frosty 
treat. 

 

Equipped with a time slowing hourglass and a special conveyor belt that clones the ammo you 
craft, Checkmate will always be five steps ahead of other tanks! Speaking of steps, though, 
Checkmate is weak against footwear ammo like Red Slippers and Snow Boots! 

ConnecTank is a 2D action-adventure game developed by YummyYummyTummy, Inc for 1-4 
players that combines exciting tank battles with puzzle solving. In ConnecTank, players deliver 
packages for one of three Barons seeking to become the top Tycoon of New Pangea! Through 
innovative tank battle mechanics utilizing both skill and teamwork, players fight rival tanks to 
improve their existing tank or, once enough parts are collected, use new ones! Each mammoth 
sized tank comes with its own unique skills, strengths, and weaknesses, so choose wisely! With 
hundreds of missions, ever-changing powerups, and dozens of tanks to battle the possibilities 
are endless! 

More details about ConnecTank for Switch, PlayStation 4, Xbox One, and PC will be revealed in 
the coming months! Learn more about YummyYummyTummy 
at https://www.yummyyummytummy.com/ 

The Natsume Indie Program partners Natsume with independent developers around the world 
that are creating authentic experiences that are Serious Fun for gamers of all ages. The first title 
under the program, Cosmic Defenders, developed by one-man team Fiery Squirrel, released on 
Nintendo Switch last year. Recently, the program partnered with Lucid Dreams Studio, a 
Montreal-based studio, in releasing their first title, Legends of Ethernal. 

Learn more about the Natsume Indie Program here: https://community.natsume.com/?p=228 

https://www.yummyyummytummy.com
https://www.nintendo.com/games/detail/cosmic-defenders-switch/
https://community.natsume.com/?p=228
https://www.luciddreamsstudio.com/legends-of-ethernal/
https://www.luciddreamsstudio.com/legends-of-ethernal/


Players can follow the latest news for all of the beloved Natsume franchises 
at www.natsume.com and get a scoop on all of the latest Natsume updates, contests, screen 
shots and more at: 

### 

About YummyYummyTummy, Inc. 

YummyYummyTummy cooks up creative games with a fusion of developers from the East and 
the West. We are dedicated to surprising players with unique worlds, exciting gameplay, and 
memorable experiences for everyone to enjoy. For more information about 
YummyYummyTummy, please visit www.yummyyummytummy.com 

About Natsume Inc. 

Natsume Inc. is a worldwide developer and publisher that specialize in unique and family-
oriented interactive entertainment software for a variety of platforms. Most known for publishing 
Reel Fishing and Harvest Moon, Natsume is dedicated to producing quality video games.  For 
more information about Natsume Inc. visit www.natsume.com  

Press contact for Natsume: Mika Kelly, mika@soclevercomm.com, 408.693.0176 

http://www.natsume.com
https://www.yummyyummytummy.com
http://www.natsume.com

